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Reading
•Today: 

•Chapter 12.1 (Life and Death of a High-Mass 
Star)

•Next time: 
•Chapter 12.2 (Neutron Stars)
•Chapter 12.3-12.4 (Black Holes)
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The Life and Death of a 
Star, Part 2

a.k.a. “How to Fuse Your Way to a Long Life... or not”
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Objectives
•By the end of the next two to three lectures you should 

be able to:
• Describe the life cycle of a star.

• Know the order of the life stages of a star. [Done for low 
mass stars]

• Describe what happens to a star when it runs out of 
hydrogen in its core and how it depends on mass. 

• List what other fusion processes can go on in a star other than 
hydrogen fusing to helium and how those depend on mass. 
[Done for low mass stars]

• Describe the effect on the outward appearance of a star when 
these changes in fusion occur and explain why outward 
appearance changes. [Done for low mass stars]

• Describe the ultimate fates of stars and how they depend on 
mass. [Done for low mass stars]
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Where the Elements came from?

• Big Bang made 75% H, 25% He – stars make everything else!
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Where the Elements came from?

•Helium fusion can make CNO in low-mass stars.
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Enriching the Interstellar Medium

•The spectra of Planetary Nebula show 
“processed materials” like Carbon, 
Nitrogen, and Oxygen.

•Blown out into interstellar medium to 
become part of gas that forms new 
generation of stars

•This process occurred before solar 
system formation and is the origin of the 
Carbon, Nitrogen, and Oxygen you are 
made of!
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The Importance of High-Mass 
Stars to Your Life

•The Sun was built from gas that had to 
have 
come from both 

•a low-mass star (accounts for the Carbon, 
Nitrogen, and Oxygen)

•a high-mass star 
(to account for almost 
everything else!)

Distribution of Stellar Masses in a Cluster
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Back to the Star
•As we move higher up the periodic table 
we can achieve fusion if we can get the 
temperature high enough in the stellar 
core.

•HOWEVER:
•Need a more massive star to allow 

pressures/temperatures high enough in the 
core for fusion of elements beyond helium.

•Much less energy released in fusion of more 
massive elements.
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How do High-Mass Stars make the 
elements necessary for life?

Helium Capture: High core temperatures allow helium to fuse with heavier 
elements.
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Onion Model of the Stellar Core

11

Hydrogen
(Non-‐fusing)

Hydrogen	  Shell	  Burning

Helium
(Non-‐fusing)

Red	  Giant
(before	  Helium	  Flash)

Could	  by	  low-‐	  or	  
high	  mass	  star
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Onion Model of the Stellar Core
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Hydrogen
(Non-‐fusing)

Hydrogen	  Shell	  Burning

Helium	  Shell	  Burning

Double-‐Shell	  Burning
in

Red	  Giant
(a<er	  Helium	  Flash)

Low-‐Mass	  Stars	  don't
have	  enough	  mass	  to

increase	  core	  
temperature
to	  point	  where	  

carbon	  fusion	  can
happen.

High-‐Mass	  Stars	  can!

Carbon
(non-‐fusing)
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Onion Model of the Stellar Core

13

Hydrogen
(Non-‐fusing)

Hydrogen	  Shell	  Burning

Helium	  Shell	  Burning

Shell	  Burning
in

Mass	  >	  5M⊙◉☉	  
Red	  Giant

High-‐Mass	  Stars	  can	  
conNnue	  fusion	  
of	  more	  massive

elements.
Carbon	  Shell	  Burning

Oxygen
(non-‐fusing)
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Onion Model of the Stellar Core
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Shell	  Burning
in

Mass	  >	  5M⊙◉☉	  
Red	  Giant

High-‐Mass	  Stars	  can	  
conNnue	  fusion	  
of	  more	  massive

elements.

Hydrogen
(Non-‐fusing)

Helium	  Shell	  Burning

Hydrogen	  Shell	  Burning

Oxygen	  Shell	  Burning
Carbon	  Shell	  Burning

Neon
(non-‐fusing)
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Onion Model of the Stellar Core
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Shell	  Burning
in

Mass	  >	  5M⊙◉☉	  
Red	  Giant

High-‐Mass	  Stars	  can	  
conNnue	  fusion	  
of	  more	  massive

elements.

Hydrogen
(Non-‐fusing)

Hydrogen	  Shell	  Burning
Helium	  Shell	  Burning
Carbon	  Shell	  Burning
Oxygen	  Shell	  Burning
Neon	  Shell	  Burning

Magnesium
(Non-‐fusing)
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Onion Model of the Stellar Core
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Shell	  Burning
in

Mass	  >	  5M⊙◉☉	  
Red	  Giant

High-‐Mass	  Stars	  can	  
conNnue	  fusion	  
of	  more	  massive

elements.

Hydrogen
(Non-‐fusing)

Hydrogen	  Shell	  Burning
Helium	  Shell	  Burning
Carbon	  Shell	  Burning
Oxygen	  Shell	  Burning
Neon	  Shell	  Burning

Magnesium	  Shell	  Burning
Silicon

(non-‐fusing)
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Onion Model of the Stellar Core
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Shell	  Burning
in

Mass	  >	  5M⊙◉☉	  
Red	  Giant

High-‐Mass	  Stars	  can	  
conNnue	  fusion	  
of	  more	  massive

elements.

Hydrogen
(Non-‐fusing)

Hydrogen	  Shell	  Burning
Helium	  Shell	  Burning
Carbon	  Shell	  Burning
Oxygen	  Shell	  Burning
Neon	  Shell	  Burning

Magnesium	  Shell	  Burning
Silicon	  Shell	  Burning

Iron
(non-‐fusing)
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Multiple Shell Burning
•Advanced nuclear 

burning proceeds 
in a series of 
nested shells.

•End up with inert 
iron core 
surrounded by 
shells fusing 
silicon, 
magnesium, 
neon, oxygen, 
carbon, helium, 
and hydrogen.

A high-mass star on its last day...
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Evidence for Helium Capture

•Higher abundances 
of elements with 
even numbers of 
protons (remember, 
Helium has 2 
protons).

•KEY QUESTION: 
How do these heavy 
elements get out of 
their birthplaces in 
the cores of massive 
stars?
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Iron is a Dead End

•Merging two Iron Nuclei doesn’t 
release energy, it actually 
requires input of energy, so it 
doesn’t occur spontaneously, no 
matter how hot the core gets.
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Clicker Question
•What happens to a high-mass star when 
the star has an iron core and fusion 
stops?

A.The core cools off.
B.The core shrinks and heats up.
C.The core expands and heats up.
D.The core has to start fusing iron, since it is 

the only fuel available.
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The End of the Line
•QUESTION: How can a star maintain 
balance between gravity and pressure 
once it’s out of fuel?

•IT CAN’T!
•With no energy generation in the interior, 

core contracts (slowly at first) and heats up 
and heats up and heats up...

•But this time, heating up can’t trigger new 
fusion process → core collapses under 
gravity...
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Neutronification
•Conditions in Core:

•T≥ 3 to 5 Billion K 
•Insanely high densities due 

to solar masses of material 
collapsed into a volume the 
radius of Moorhead

•100 billion tons per 
teaspoonful!

•With these conditions the 
following process can 
occur:

Neutronification!

p+ + e� � n0 + �
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Consequences of Neutronification

•Consequences?  So massive stars 
produce neutrons and neutrinos during 
their collapse, so what?

•Neutrinos escape from the stellar core, 
carrying away energy, and cooling the core.

p+ + e� � n0 + �
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Consequences of Neutronification 
II

•Results of neutrinos cooling the core…
•Cooling drops pressure → drives a collapse
•Entire Core reaches nuclear (as in nucleus of 

atom) densities!  
•This traps the remaining neutrinos … which 

now provide pressure, push back on the 
collapse.

•An explosive bounce following the collapse 
blows apart the star.
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Evidence that neutronification 
really happens?

•Neutronification releases 
neutrinos.

•SN1987A (a supernova 
in 1987), distance 
150,000 light years

•Neutrinos observed (24 
of them)
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Clicker Question
•Where did the energy released in a 
supernova originally come from? HINT: 
Think where did the star originally come 
from?

A)Gravitational Potential Energy
B)Nuclear Energy
C)Thermal Energy
D)Kinetic Energy
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Supernova Energetics II

•Typical Supernova releases 2x1046 Joules 
•2x1046 Joules is the amount of energy released by the 

Sun in its entire 10 billion year lifetime!
• Only 1% of energy released as light! 

99% of energy released in the form of neutrinos!

SN 1998S SN 2006ax in NGC 3663
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Supernova Remnant

•Energy released 
by collapse of 
core drives 
outer layers 
into space

•The Crab 
Nebula is the 
remnant of the 
supernova seen 
in A.D. 1054
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Clicker Question
•What should a Supernova Remnant 
mainly be made out of?

A)Hydrogen
B)Helium
C)Oxygen
D)Iron
E)Silver and Gold
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Consequences of Neutronification 
III

•Elements more massive than Iron: 
Another consequence of neutronification

•R-process
•Start with iron nucleus of 26 protons and 30 

neutrons
•Add large numbers of neutrons
•Nuclei with big difference between neutrons 

(n0) and protons (p+) are unstable via 
   n0 → p+ + e– 

•This process is responsible for the creation 
of 
∼70 elements more massive than Iron
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Cassiopeia A: Spicing up the 
Interstellar Medium

Due to Supernova ∼300 years ago!
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Where the Elements came from?

• Big Bang made 
75% H, 25% He 
– stars make 
everything else! 

• Low Mass 
Stars: Helium 
fusion can make 
CNO in low-
mass stars. 

• High Mass 
Stars: Helium 
capture builds C 
into O, Ne, and 
Mg up to Iron...

• Supernova: 
Neutronification 
makes 
everything 
heavier than 
Iron
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A Star’s Mass Determines its Fate
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Not	  to	  scale!

Summary for Low Mass Stars

•Main Sequence: Hydro 
fuses to Helium in core 

•Red Giant: Hydrogen fuses 
to He in shell around 
Helium core

•Helium Core Burning: 
Helium fuses to Carbon in 
core while Hydrogen fuses to 
Helium in shell

•Double Shell Burning: 
Hydrogen and Helium both 
fuse in shells

•Planetary Nebula leaves 
white dwarf behind
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Summary for High Mass Stars

• Main Sequence: 
Hydrogen fuses to Helium 
in core 

• Red Supergiant: 
Hydrogen fuses to Helium 
in shell around Helium core

• Helium Core Burning: 
Helium fuses to Carbon in 
core while Hydrogen fuses 
to Helium in shell

• Multiple Shell Burning: 
Many elements fuse in 
shells

• Supernova leaves 
neutron star or black 
hole behindNot	  to	  scale!
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The Three Possible Stellar Corpses

•Low Mass Stars leave behind
•White Dwarfs

•High Mass Stars leave behind
•Neutron Stars
•Black Holes
•or maybe nothing...
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The Key Point
•KEY POINT: How a star evolves is 

governed by one thing... mass.

•Mass determines how high a star’s core 
temperature can rise 

•which determines how quickly a star uses its fuel 
•and what kinds of elements it can make.

•ASIDE: Stars with close companions can 
exchange mass, which can dramatically change 
their evolution.
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The Final Fates of Stars

•Consider the balance of forces
•Gravity inwards
•Gas Pressure outwards

•The stellar corpses can no longer rely on 
nuclear burning to supply energy to drive 
outward pressure...

•WHAT HOLDS THEM UP AGAINST 
GRAVITY IS THE KEY TO THEIR 
FATE… 
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Reading
•Today: 

•Chapter 12.1 (Life and Death of a High-Mass 
Star)

•Next time: 
•Chapter 12.2 (Neutron Stars)
•Chapter 12.3-12.4 (Black Holes)
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